[CT findings of juvenile laryngeal papilloma spreading in bronchia and lung].
Objective:To investigate the imaging findings of juvenile laryngeal papilloma spreading in the bronchia and lung with spiral CT. Method: Seven cases of juvenile laryngeal papilloma spreading in bronchia and lung were collected．All cases were confirmed by operation and pathology. Spiral CT scans were performed in seven cases, contrast scanning were performed in three cases. MPR were performed in two cases. Imaging findings in all cases were retrospectively reviewed． Result: Findings of CT scan in seven patients showed scattered and multiple, unequal-sized nodular shadows and airbag cavity, randomly distributed in the centre and peripheral of lung along the airway, the nodules are homogeneous soft tissue density or liquid density; with air cavity are sac, available for thin-walled cystic wall, or a thick wall, give priority to with thin wall, most of the capsule wall were smooth, part of vesicles were connected to the bronchi, seldom complicated with lung inflammation. Conclusion: Juvenile laryngeal papilloma in the spread of bronchia and lung exhibits some imaging features on spiral CT, which can be the clue for the diagnosis and can be helpful to improve the diagnostic accuracy.